A homonym could be disambiguated by another words in the context as nouns, predicates used with the homonym. This paper using semantic information (co-occurrence data) obtained from definitions of part of speech (POS) tagged UMRD-S 1 ). In this research, we have analyzed the result of an experiment on a homonym disambiguation system based on statistical model, to which Bayes' theorem is applied, and suggested a model established of the weight of sense rate and the weight of distance to the adjacent words to improve the accuracy. The result of applying the homonym disambiguation system using semantic information to disambiguating homonyms appearing on the dictionary definition sentences showed average accuracy of 98.32% with regard to the most frequent 200 homonyms. We selected 49 (31 substantives and 18 predicates) out of the 200 homonyms that were used in the experiment, and performed an experiment on 50,703 sentences extracted from Sejong Project tagged corpus (i.e. a corpus of morphologically analyzed words) of 3.5 million words that includes one of the 49 homonyms. The result of experimenting by assigning the weight of sense rate(prior probability) and the weight of distance concerning the 5 words at the front/behind the homonym to be disambiguated showed better accuracy than disambiguation systems based on existing statistical models by 2.93%.
Introduction
The ambiguity, which is the most difficult problem in natural language processing (NLP), occurs inevitably in every analysis process including morphological analysis and syntactic analysis. Ambiguity problems occurring at some parts have been resolved to some degree. As the studies on semantic and discourse analysis are becoming active, more effort is being made to research schemes for word sense disambiguation (WSD). WSD refers to disambiguating the sense of a word contextually suitable for the sentence when it is used with two or more different meanings in sentences. [1, 3, 4, 5, 8] Studies for solving ambiguity are largely grouped into methods using dictionaries according to the pattern of learning data and ones using a corpus. In terms of methodology, there are largely methods using rules, ones using probability statistics, and ones using semantic hierarchy structure. A method using dictionaries is disadvantageous in that it is difficult to reflect the dynamic characteristic of a language [10, 11] , while advantageous in that it can abstract the detailed information of word senses [2, 3] . To disambiguate using a corpus, a large-sized semantic tagged corpus is required. However, a high-quality corpus is hard to find, and costly and time-consuming to build. But the method reflects the dynamic characteristic of a language.
In the thesis, we abstract semantic information from a dictionary definition corpus based on the method suggested in J. Huh (2000) [3] research. We will study a plan to utilize the semantic information in the homonym disambiguation model based on Bayes' theorem. [bae-ga hang-hae jung-e pok-pung-u deung-eul man-na kicae-eo-*im Shi • wreck
[yuk-ji-reul pa-seo gang-eul nae-go bae-ga da-ni-ge han su-ro (Canal 2 Semantic Information from definitions in Dictionary Semantic information extracted from definitions of part of speech (POS) tagged UMRD. We must classify definitions and titles according to the meaning before extracting semantic information. The structures of definitions are various, and are classified into 11 types by Cho(1999) [2] . The most frequent type is that head-word (hyponym), the title also is contained in semantic information. 
UMRD

. The Process to extract Semantic Information
The semantic information is classified into two types. [2, 3] First has hyponym-hypernym relation between title-word and head-word (homonym) in definition. The other is extracted from definitions in which the homonym is used for defining other words. In other word, the homonym is located middle in the definitions. And the titles of 2 nd information are contained in the semantic information. Types merge semantic information. In formula (3), Hsk is the k-th sense of homonym H, and w; appearing in sentence C is a word associated with the semantic information of Hsk and has its frequency information. In addition, w; may appear in other frequency with different frequency [2] . Formula (2) represents the sum of probability for each of appearing words extracted from formula (3) to be identified as sense Hs k. And formula (1) is for disambiguating the sense of homonym H for the sentence C with the maximum of the sums by senses calculated in formula (2) We experimented the statistical basic model (NB: Naïve Bayes Model) for the selected 31 nouns and 18 predicates among the homonyms frequently appearing in the dictionary definitions against the 3.5 million POS tagged corpus of the Sejong Project. As the result of applying to all the words of 50,703 sentences containing the selected 49 homonyms, the accuracy was 77.67% for the nouns and 61.73% for predicates on the average. When applying only to the 5 words front / behind the homonyms, the accuracy was 72.87% for the nouns and 43.79% for predicates.
Error Patterns in the Basic Model
In this section, we will examine the cases of erroneous analysis in the statistical basic model (NB) and search for a method to resolve them.
[ (5) The result of applying the extracted words and their frequencies to formula (3) and (2) is as [ Table 3 ]. Consequently the basic model selects _4(fruit)', so fails to disambiguate.
Table 3. Probability drawn from NB Method
The major reasons of disambiguation failure are, firstly, that the probability calculation for the frequency of semantic information used in disambiguation does not consider the use frequency of the homonym. For example, concerning the semantic information of `-a-rildeul-dar extracted from dictionary definitions in [Table 2 ], the word appears once for each of A1_3(vessel)' and `1111_4(fruit)', but the numbers of words used in the definitions of `11_3(vessel)' and `1311_4(fruit)' are 24 and 513 respectively. Therefore, as ----a-r-t[deul-da]' is extracted once from 24 words and 513 words, the frequency should be normalized. Secondly, the present NB model does not analyze syntactic structure, and disambiguate a homonym simply according to what semantic information the sentence containing the homonym has. This is based on the assumption that, if the homonym is not used metaphorically or idiomatically, it is used with the words that are semantically related to the corresponding sense of the homonym, and if the homonym is used in a simple sentence, it is almost possible to disambiguate it without analyzing the syntactic structure. In complex sentences or compound sentences, however, the extracted semantic information may not be determinant in disambiguating the corresponding homonym. Accordingly, in the present thesis, we extracted semantic information from the 5 words front / behind a homonym. [1, 4] Yet in this case, the semantic relevance may differ according to the distance from the homonym. Therefore, we should consider the location (the distance from the homonym) where the semantic information is found.
In the thesis, we suggest a method to resolve the two problems. Dictionary definition sense information, which is used as prior probability, varies greatly in the word types and frequencies according to the appearance frequencies of homonym (Hsi, Hs2 ,..., Hsn) senses.
Table 4. Sampled Number of words and Sums of Frequencies in Semantic information Extracted from Dictionary Definitions
In case word wj (E Hsi n Hs2 n... n Hsk ) appearing in sentence C appears commonly in several semantic information sets, it is highly likely to be selected as it has high probability through formula (3) when the frequency sum of the word is small. According to [ Table 4 ], if a same word appears with LI N 1(a body part)' and LI K 4(fruit)', the frequency of with dfi 1(a body part)' should be 15 times higher than Effi _4(fruit)' to be possibly selected as II _1(a body part)' . However, frequency 15 is quite high number as a frequency of appearance, and is enough to disambiguate the homonym. Accordingly, we need a method to consider the number of words in the semantic information and the frequency in the Bayes theorem of the basic statistic model, considering the peculiar feature of vocabularies.
In this thesis, we assume that the word in the semantic information provides a solution, and will use words in the semantic information Using the number of words of nouns and predicates belonging to the senses of a homonym (Hsi, Hs2, Hs,,), we can obtain the weight of SR(Sense Rate) as formula (4) a number of word in Fis k SR(Hs k) = E a number of word in Hsi
J=1
Words in sense Hsk have the prior probability of P(wi n Hsk ) . By multiplying the weight of sense rate SR(Hsk ) to the existing probability, we obtain a new probability. A statistical model (SR : statistical model with Sense Rate) that considers the weight of sense use frequency is completed by applying the probability that reflects the weight to formula (1) and formula (2), which results formula (5).
PSR k I )40= P(wi n HS k )x SR(Hs k) P(wi n Hs; ) x SR(Hs i )
i=1
To [example sentence 1] on which the statistical basic model has failed, we applied the statistical model (SR) that reflects the weight of sense use frequency on the words extracted from [ Table 2 ], and found that the model disambiguated correctly as shown in [ Table 5 ]. In the existing statistical model, the probability for LIN _1 [baer is 0.39, which is lower than the probability for HH_4[baer 0.56. According to [ Table 5 ] reflecting the weight of sense rate, the probability of ' 1 4 _l[bae]' have risen to 0.70. Accordingly, the statistical model considering the weight of sense rate is advantageous in that it reflects frequency appropriately.
Consideration of the Distance between Words
If we can utilize syntactic structure in disambiguating homonyms appearing in sentences, we may reduce unnecessary factors by selecting good-quality semantic information on the disambiguation. The present disambiguation model is based on a simple statistical model utilizing dictionary semantic information. Thus we attempt to resolve, using efficiently the information about the adjacent words. In the thesis, the disambiguation accuracy using the 5 words front / behind is not different significantly from that using the whole words. It is because the used semantic information is largely found in the adjacent words. In particular, it is even obvious that a word closer to the homonym among the 5 words front / behind it is more influential in disambiguation. Accordingly, we will apply the weight of distance appropriately. (6). By applying the weight of distance Dis(H, wi) to formula (5), which is a new weight considering the weight of sense rate, we reflect the distance from the hononym. The longer the distance is, less influential the word is to the disambiguation. Accordingly, if a word is found near the homonym, it records high probability, and if it is found distantly from the homonym , it records low probability.
Dis(H,wi ) =
(6) d(H)-d(w;)
P(Hs k ,C) =1Ps (Hs k I x'; ) x Dis(H, w; ) (7) f=i Table 6 .
The result of applying weights of distance to probabilities with a deviation of 20% after applying weights of SR
To improve the efficiency of the method, we experimented a method in which the weights of distance are applied only when the difference of disambiguaty is insignificant (the deviation is within 20%) just with the statistical model (SR) considering the weights of sense rate. According to [ Table 5 ], the highest probability is 36.17%, followed by 23.83% and most are less than 20.%. Thus, when considering the weights of distance [ Table 6 ], we found, the disambiguation is correct. 
Number of
Selection if Ambiguous Homonyms and Extraction of Test Sentences
After abstracting 200 homonyms appearing in dictionary definitions, we selects 49 words (31 nouns and 18 predicates). Which are used in balance among senses, and applies them to the disambiguation model [ Table 7 ]. The analysis result by homonyms is as [Appendix 1] We abstracted 50,700 sentences that include the selected homonyms from the Sejong Project tagged corpus (around 3.5 million words), and performed automatic disambiguation using the statistical basic model (NB). After disambiguating the homonyms correctly through post-processing the automatically disambiguated sentences, we compared the accuracy rate. Table 7 . Homonyms used in disambiguation experiments
Comparison of the Basic Model and the Model based on Weights of Sense Rate
The average accuracy rate of the basic statistical model is as [ Table 8 ]. In the experiment, we attempted to disambiguate using the whole words and the 5 words front / behind the homonyms. In case of nouns at the existing statistical model (NB), the difference in accuracy rates between when disambiguating through the whole words and when doing through the 5 words is 4.8%. This indicates that lots of significant information is in the adjacent words and that, in a long sentence, words adjacent to homonym give semantic information enough to disambiguate. In addition, using adjacent words may exclude unnecessary information, which might occur when abstracting information from the whole words, ' is not included in the sense information. As the result of adding it to the semantic informationand analyzing, the accuracy rate increased by 6%. The reason is that dictionary definition techniques limit the words to be used. Accordingly, a more efficient method to add necessary semantic informaton should be researched further in the future. Table 9 ] is the analysis result using the model that obtains new probabilities considering the weights of sense rate (SR). As the result of considering the weights, the accurate rate increased by 1.7% for analysis on the whole words, and by 2.4% for analysis on the five words. When analyzing the whole words, accuracy rates increased in 29 homonyms, and when analyzing the five words, the rates increased in 31 homonyms. The result shows that applying the weights of sense rate to the basic statistical model makes disambiguation more efficient. In addtion, the weights for the 5 words front / behind homonyms are applied more effectively.
Table 10. The model applying the weights of distance to probabilities with .a deviation of 20% after applying weights of SR
The result in [Table 10 ] came from applying the weights of distance to the 5 words front / behind homonyms when the deviation of probability is 20% after the first disambiguation considering the weights of sense rate. The accuracy rate for the whole words has increased only by 0.61% from that of the basic statistical model (NB), and the increase is less than that when applying the weights of sense rate. For the five words front / behind homonyms, the analysis result shows the highest accuracy rate. Accordingly, a model that combines the two weights suggested in the thesis is most efficent.
Error Patterns
According to the result of analyzing the cases that the accuracy rates fall in the model reflecting the weights of sense use frequency and the distance between words, the most significant cause appears to be lack of semantic information It is assumed that dictionaries restrain the use of extensive vocabularies and define the meanings of a word using a limited number of words. . . ) which are highly frequency because of the peculiar characteristic of dictionary definitions, affect disambiguation, and prepare a method to exclude unnecessary semantic information appropriately. It is also required to study on methods to abstract semantic information and to expand information using semantic networks, along with establishing a large-sized semantic tagged corpus by creating semantic tagged program for expanding semantic information. 
